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Abstract 
The building of RLURES (Railway Line Urgent Repair Expert System) is a beneficial 
experiment of artificial intelligence theory, expert system technology and CAD technology in 
the field of railway urgent repair. The paper has introduced the system's structure, design, 
realization technology, etc .. In the end, it has provided the examples of application. The design 
idea and its realization technology of the system have certain referential value in the application 
of expert system in the field of engineering urgent repair. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Railway line urgent repair is an extremely complicated engineering urgent repair, which 
involves the making up and designing of the urgent repair plan, the drawing up of need's plan 
of urgent repair appliance and the construction progress arrangement, etc. under various 
damaging conditions. Traditional practice is to select and send some experienced engineers and 
technicians to make an on-the-spot investigation and to provide the urgent repair plan. This 
practice, on the one hand, need a longer time to be made up. On the other hand,it can't provide 
the necessary urgent repair design and the construction organization design, thus prolongs the 
whole period and lowers the working productivity. In order to make up the above weakness, 
we have developed the railway line urgent repair expert system, which is one with the feature 
of diagnosing and designing. The system can make up quickly the urgent repair plan according 
to the railway line damaging, the on-the-spot manpower and appliance available. When the 
urgent repair plan is confirmed, the system will make further design to urgent repair plan, and 
give plan design graphics and related construction progress map, and some tables and charts of 
measurement, etc.. The article first introduces the systematic structure of the system, the 
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design and realization technology of the systems, and so on. In the end some practical 
examples of the system is provided. 

2 RLURES'S SYSTEMATIC STRUCTURE 

RLURES is an expert system that helps diagnosing and designing. At first, the system should 
have the function of diagnosis, that is the ability to make up quickly the urgent repair plan 
according to various damage conditions and on-the-spot manpower and appliance available. 
Secondly, the system should have design function, that is the function to make a engineering 
design, produce urgent repair design graphics, construction progress map and some tables and 
charts of measurement, etc., according to given urgent repair plan. Figure 1 shows our 
RLURES's systematic structure. The function of each model is explained as follows. 

user 

m\erface 

graphics base 

Figure 1 RLURES'S Systematic Structure. 

2.1 Development machine 

Development machine is used to gain the urgent repair knowledge by interacting with field 
experts. The knowledge is formatted and is stored in the rule base. Meanwhile the knowledge 
base can be maintained by development machine. 

2.2 Knowledge base 

The systematic knowledge base consists of four parts: rule base, fact base, engineering data 
base and graphics base. The rule base stores the field knowledge and graphics effectively by 
means of rule-frame description method. Fact base stores the source facts. While the data used 
in designing the urgent repair plan and the designing results are stored in the engineering data 
base. The graphics base is the collection of legends, which provided basic source material for 
the generation of design graphics of urgent repair plan. 

2.3 Reasoning machine 

According to the knowledge in the knowledge base, the damaging condition of railway line and 
the on-the-spot manpower and appliance available, the reasoning machine make out the urgent 
repair plan, prepare for the use of graphics generation system. 
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2.4 Graphics generation system 

Under the control of graphics reasoning machine, the graphics generation system makes use of 
the graphics knowledge (graphics rules-generation rules and graphics putting together rules) 
in the knowledge base, the graphics block in the graphics base, and the property structure in 
the data base to form the design graphics for the urgent repair plan automatically. See Figure 
2 for its structure. 

knowledge bose 

AutoCAD graphics system 

Figure 2 Sketch Map of the Graphics Generation System. 

At first, the system gain the urgent repair plan according to reasoning, make up engineering 
design for it, and store the results of design into engineering data base. And use graphics 
reasoning machine to call the graphics rules in the knowledge base and graphics legends to 
produce graphics generation plan; then stores it in certain structural form into the dynamic 
graphics base. Finally, by means of graphics generation interface, system can call Auto CAD 
separately to form design graphics for urgent repair; call the construction progress figure 
generation model to form the construction progress figure; call the material list generation 
model to form major appliance consuming lists, etc .. 

2.5 Explanation system 

The explanation system is mainly used to explain the urgent repair plan gained from reasoning. 
The users may ask such questions as: How is the urgent repair plan gained?, Why is such kind 
of urgent repair plan adopted?, etc .. You can get satisfied reply by using explanation system. 

3 THE DESIGN AND REALIZATION OF RLURES 

3.1 The designing ides ofRLURES 

RLURES acts as a knowledge base system, we'll describe it major designing idea in the 
following two ways. 

Knowledge expression 
In the railway line urgent repair expert system, rule-frame system is adopted to describe the 
knowledge involved in the system. The production rule is mainly used to describe the method 
in which the field experts to solve the problems. In the graphics system the production rule 
may also be used to describe the graphics generation rule(Liu Ma, 1994). In RLURES, the 
form of production rule has been dealt with in detail in(Liu, 1994), here it is omitted. 
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Much knowledge should be described in frame in the problem of engineering design(Li, 
1991). Such as the attribute of graphics legends in graphics generation system; the structural 
plane in urgent repair, etc .. In RLURES, the frame is described as array, the name of array is 
corresponding to the name of frame, the elements of array are corresponding to each slot of 
frame. The type of element value can be described in EVALUE structure: 

typedef struct { 
char val_type; I* the type of value *I 
union es _val val; I* store value field *I 
}EVALUE; 

where: 
val_ type take 0-6 to show the type of value; 
val store value field, it's defined by union es _val; 
union es_val{ 

es _pos estring; 
es _byte elogical; 
short eint; 
long elong; 
es _real ereal; 
es _pos edim; 
es _pos ecomplex; 
} 

I* the value of series of character *I 
I* the value oflogical type *I 
I* the value of short integers *I 
I* the value oflong integers *I 
I* the value of double precision *I 
I* the value of array *I 
I* the value of complex *I 

Because the series of character and arrays are under irregular scope, the occupation of their 
length in inner storage is uncertain, the data of uncertain length can't be described directly in 
the union. So, we must use the structure of certain length to express the data of uncertain 
length. es _pos is such a kind of data structure, and its definition as following: 

typedef struct { 
long epos; 
short elen; 
}es_pos; 

I* record the position of data block in store medium *I 
I* record the size ofblock (the number ofbytes) *I 

in order to save inner storage space, we store the data of uncertain length expressed by es _pos 
into outer storage. You may call it from outer storage into inner storage when needed. Thus, it 
can't restrict the size of series of character and arrays. 

es _byte is a type of unsigned character: 
typedefunsigned char es_byte; 
es _real is a type of double precision: 
typedef double es _real; 
The element value may be one of the seven kinds of parameter type stipulated above, i.e. 

may be another frame. The whole of the frame is regarded as a value of parameter. It has the 
same treatment as the other kinds of parameter. The advantage of this treatment is to combine 
the normal frame theory with the rule theory naturally. Thus, it makes the frame consistent 
completely in form with the classic rule theory. The definition of slot is as follows: 

typedef struct { 
char *slot_name; I* the name of slot *I 
EVALUE slot_val; I* the value of slot *I 
}ESLOT; 
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If the slot is regarded as having order, its position can't be changed at will. The position of 
each slot in array is sole under such conditions. So, the name of slot can be omitted and the 
slot is corresponding to the element in array. Therefore, when the type of parameter is a 
structure, the parameter becomes a frame, the name of the parameters is the name of frame. 

Reasoning machine 
It is difficult for the system to use the only reasoning way to design the urgent repair plan, 
considering inconsistency of the urgent repair plan under the same urgent repair policy. In this 
case, the system provides different reasoning method: forward reasoning; backward reasoning; 
forward-backward hybrid reasoning and fuzzy reasoning, etc .. The use of different reasoning 
machines is under the control of meta knowledge. 

In graphics generation system, there is a graphics reasoning machine used specially in the 
generation graphics. Graphics reasoning machine is a subsidiary reasoning machine in 
reasoning system. It adopts the backward reasoning method directly to the object(Guan, 
1988). The algorithm is the same as the normal reasoning algorithm to the object. The way of 
joint match, in addition to rule match, use frame match in a large scale. In the graphics rule, 
there may appear graphics on the left side and right side of the rule. These graphics are 
described as attribute structure in knowledge base, i.e. frame. So, the graphics reasoning 
machine matches with the graphics rules is the way of the frame match. 

Suppose graphics rules R=a->fJ, R contents with the grammar in context, on the left, a is 
corresponding to attribute frame A, on the right, fJ is corresponding to attribute frame B. So, R 
can be shown equal In value as: R=A->B.The fact base written as {F}. F is a fact frame. If 
xE{F} exists, makes A-x, fact frame similarly matches with premise frame, and rule R is 
matched. 

For matched ruleR, if the concluding part (on the right) or attribute frame B is true, which 
becomes a new fact, can be added to fact base. The graphics reasoning makes use of graphics 
rule to do backward reasoning in graphics generation tree till reach the object (starting sign). 

3.2 The realization technology of RLURES 

The building method of system knowledge base and reasoning machine has been introduced 
above, now, the other realization technology is discussed as follows. 

The decomposition of urgent repair object 
To urgent repair object, the railway line urgent repair involves the urgent repairs about railbed, 
retaining wall, culvert and the building of middle station. In order to make the urgent repair 
plan, we decompose the railway line urgent repair to railbed urgent repair, retaining wall 
urgent repair, culvert urgent repair and middle station urgent repair, and build up 
corresponding knowledge base, without changing the premise of keeping the system structure 
and reasoning method of railway line urgent repair expert system. We adopt the multiple 
expert knowledge technology introduced in(Macher, 1989), separately draw up the urgent 
repair plan of railbed, retaining wall, culvert and middle station, according to the real damage 
condition, to solve the designing problem of entire railway line urgent repair plan. 
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The generation of design graphics in urgent repair plan 
As the type of diagnostic designing expert system, it can draw up the urgent repair plan 
according to damage condition and urgent repair condition, and can generate the designing 
graphics of urgent repair as well. In railway line urgent repair expert system, the system 
working out urgent repair plan varies according to different damage condition. The system is 
required to generate corresponding urgent repair designing graphics. Obviously, the traditional 
CAD technology is difficult to satisfy these needs. The graphics generation system based on 
knowledge must be built up. 

The graphics generation system in railway line urgent repair expert system builds up 
graphics legends based on the analysis of different urgent repair plan, to generate sentence 
pattern through graphics generation rule, and makes use of graphics putting together rules to 
put the generation sentence pattern together. Finally, it provides the construction graphics. 
Specifically, the realization technology of graphics generation system mainly include the 
following: 

Step 1. Build up graphics legends 
Build up the generation tree of different urgent repair plan, determine the graphics legends, 

and describe and express it in the inner of a computer. 
Step 2. Determine the generation rule 
Due to urgent repair plan generation tree is an and/or tree, it's easy to write the generation 

rule corresponding to urgent repair plan according to generation tree. 
Step 3. Standard generation rule 
Use production rule and frame to describe the generation rules and store them into 

knowledge base for graphics reasoning. 
Step 4. Form generation sentence pattern 

Gain the corresponding generation sentence pattern of urgent repair designing graphics 
according to the generation rule of urgent repair plan. 

Step 5. Put graphics together 
Sentence pattern is merely the graphics forming plan, i.e. the map collection of graphics and 

the order of figure element. Such as, generation sentence pattern: 
{t22,b41,d32h2,l21h2} 

it indicates the over bridge by using a double-line wooden platform, wooden cage base, double 
3-line wooden pile pier base and double 1-shaped beam. The sentence pattern can't directly 
combine and produce urgent repair construction map, for the lack of geometric size and 
building up size of all kinds of structural object for urgent repair, or the lack of the geometric 
data of graphics putting together and geometric size of graphics legends. So, sentence pattern 
must be put together. 

Putting together means to determine the geometric relations between graphics legends. The 
realization of putting together is by means of the reasoning machine using the graphics putting 
together rules. 

Putting together graphics includes two points: first, determine the geometric size of graphics 
legends itself, it's gained by binding transformation the graphics legends in graphics base. That 
is, transmit the value to the graphics legends which have formal parameters, and makes it an 
actual graphics. Secondly, determine the position size of graphics legends, i.e, the putting 
together size of the urgent repair structure. 
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Step 6. Graphics transformation 
In graphics generation, actual graphics are considered to have gained by transformation 

primitive. In railway line urgent repair expert system, mainly involve the transformation of 
binding, translation, rotation, mirror image, scaling, etc .. 
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Figure 3 The Urgent Repair Plan Design Graphics of the System Generation. 

4 EXAMPLES IN PRACTICES 

Railway line xxx was hit by flood at xxx-xxx DK200+ 198, the railbed was damaged by flood, 
the height of railbed is 4. 5 meters, the length of gap is 24 meters, the depth of gap is 8 meters, 
the depth of water is 2 meters in the hole. It's required urgent repair within 12 hours. 
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According to the information input by the user, the system draws up the urgent repair plan 
through reasoning. That is: buckling-rail beam, wooden frame pier base, wooden cage base 
cross wooden pier base. After the plan is confirmed by the user, the system immediately 
generate the plan designing graphics and construction progress graphics, shown as figure 3(the 
material list omitted). 

5 CONCLUSION 

In designing the urgent repair plan, the system is tested and evaluated completely under the 
condition of practical operation and many imitating railway line damages. It includes the right 
test correct knowledge in the knowledge base; the right way of knowledge expression; system 
reasoning, the correctness of graphics generation, etc., and the practical test of the explanatory 
function of the system and the user interface, etc.. Many experts in urgent repair have been 
invited to test it, and the result is that the designing of the system plan is reliable and correct, 
the graphics generation is quick and practical. 

RLURES is the beneficial experiment of artificial intelligence theory, expert system 
technology and CAD technology in the field of railway line urgent repair. The designing idea 
and realization method of the system has certain referential value in the application of expert 
system in the field of engineering urgent repair. 
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